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1. Introduction – We revealed the important features of high harmonic generation (HHG) in the strong 
laser fields on the graphene quantum dots (GQD) of different sizes and shapes, which currently are 

accessible in practice [1]. The multiparticle Coulomb interaction we 

consider in the extended Hubbard approximation with the electron-electron 

interactions between the nearest-neighboring sites included. On the base of 

the Hartree-Fock dynamic field theory the system evolution in the strong 

laser field, we treated from the point of view HHG. The generation of 

infrared laser field harmonics in the extreme nonlinear regime of HHG is 

studied. A closed set of differential equations for a single-particle density 

matrix in the multiphoton interaction regime is formulated for the plane 

rectangular GQD with a strong laser field, and the extreme nonlinear optical 

response of a GQD we revealed treating the problem numerically. 

2. Results and Discussion - The obtained results show that GQD (Image 
(a)) can serve as a medium for HHG phenomenon interacting with a strong laser field, for the appearance 

of new energy states, concluding that HHG probability increases with a growth in the number of dot 

atoms.  

4. Conclusions - The proper way to enhance the quantum yield of HHG phenomenon and energy of 

photons in this process on the graphene-like quantum dots is revealed. 
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Image (a). The geometrical structure of 

(Na; Nz) finite-sized rectangular GQD  

with zigzag edges along x-axis of  

N=NaNz atoms 
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